Reserves accounts are established to ensure the continuous, safe, and efficient operation of Associated Student functions.

**This policy applies to all Residual Dollars** otherwise known as “Unspent and Unallocated” including:

- `funds` left over in the AS Operating Budget at the end of the year.
- `interest` income.
- Services & Activities fee revenue in excess of the amount allocated to the operating budget.
- `revenue` generated by the sale of surplus equipment not required by any departmental reserves.
- `funds` specifically allocated for reserves.

### General Reserves

**The General Reserves are funded by the residual dollars as described above.**

When the previous fiscal year closes, funds are pooled together and redistributed in priority order (unless carry-forward specified). Allocations to reserves will be disbursed, to each area’s designated amount, in the following priority order:

1. **Pre-Approved Grant Procedures**
   - **Purpose:** To identify and reserve funding for grants approved by the Board of Directors.
   - **Amount:** The total allocation of all grants held for future disbursement.
   - **Source:** Priority 1 of 6 of Residual Dollars. This fund will carry forward each year.

2. **Computer Repair and Replacement Reserve**
   - **Purpose:** To provide a consistent repair and replacement of computer equipment for the entire organization.
   - **Amount:** Equivalent to the value of 20% of the number of computers and peripherals of the current inventory owned by the AS.
   - **Source:** Priority 2 of 6 of Residual Dollars. Any surplus at the end of the fiscal year will be automatically carried forward to the next fiscal year. This reserve is capped at twice that amount (or 40%).

3. **General Repair and Replacement Reserve**
   - **Purpose:** To repair or replace any equipment not covered by any other reserve.
   - **Amount:** 20% of the replacement value of AS equipment not covered by any other reserve. This reserve shall be capped at 20% of one year’s inventory value.
   - **Source:** Priority 3 of 6 of Residual Dollars.
4. Large Event Loan Fund
   a. Purpose: To guarantee payment of contractual obligations of large events if revenue falls short of expectations.
   b. Amount: $65,000 (capped)
   c. Source: Priority 4 of 6 of Residual Dollars.
   d. Special Conditions: Disbursements from this reserve are limited to loans with a reasonable expectation that revenue will be sufficient for repayment. Loans must be approved by the AS Board of Directors.

5. Rainy Day Reserve
   a. Purpose: This reserve provides:
      (i) a safety net for sudden, unforeseen and catastrophic reductions in revenue (such as those caused by drops in enrollment).
      (ii) funding for infrequent and unique opportunities to maintain or improve services and activities for students.
   b. Amount: Equivalent to 20% of operating expenses for the AS (e.g. salaries, benefits, utilities, contractual, etc.), to be determined on an annual basis.
   c. Source: Priority 5 of 6 of Residual Dollars. This fund must be funded to 80% of its capacity before the next fund can be filled.
   d. Special Conditions: Distribution of funds from this reserve requires a positive motion approved twice by the AS Board of Directors at separate meeting occurring at least 24 hours apart.
      (i) No more than 50% of target balance can be distributed unless for expenses under 5a(i).

6. Discretionary Reserve Dollars
   a. Purpose: Remaining reserves, after all other target amounts have been reached, are available for allocation by the Board of Directors. Additionally, if residual dollars are unable to fulfill the above reserves to their target balance, these dollars may “backfill” until those targets balances are reached. A percentage of this reserve will be directly overseen by the Director of the Viking Union at a percentage equal to the contribution of FXXVU into the operating budget.
   b. Amount: There is no cap on this reserve.
   c. Source: Last priority of Residual Dollars.

Departmental Reserves

Departmental Reserves are self-generated funds designated specifically towards the following reserves.

Bookstore Improvements Reserve
   a. Purpose: To provide resources to fund proposals from the Bookstore to improve operation and services to the student body. In addition funds can be used to fund projects that establish and improve interaction between the AS programs, clubs and the Bookstore.
   b. Amount: There is no cap on this reserve.
   c. Source: Any funds from the yearly Bookstore distribution to the AS that are in excess of the amount budgeted in the AS operational budget. If the funds from the distribution do not meet the approved AS amount, funds from this reserve may be distributed to the AS operating budget.
up to the budgeted amount. The AS may deposit additional funds to this budget from any
source.

d. **Special Condition:** The AS is not limited by the balance of funds in this budget for funding
projects and may combine these funds with others resources to fully fund initiatives.
e. **Fund Review:** If there are no proposals to this fund for a 2 year period the continuation this
budget will be reviewed by the AS Board. (Approved: May 31, 2012 by motion ASB-12-S-48)

**AS Vehicle Replacement**
- **a. Purpose:** To cover expenses in replacing vehicles or major system failures.
- **b. Amount:** There will be no cap on this reserve.
- **c. Source:** Allocation by Board of Directors; proceeds of the sale of surplus vehicles shall be
deposited in this account.

**Vehicle Reserve**
- **a. Purpose:** To cover expenses beyond normal wear and maintenance such as accidents and
minor system failures.
- **b. Amount:** There will be no cap on this reserve.
- **c. Source:** Income remaining in the Motorpool operations account at the end of the fiscal year
shall be automatically transferred to the vehicle reserve.

**Outdoor Center Equipment Reserve**
- **a. Purpose:** To purchase replacement equipment for rental in accordance with the amortization
plan.
- **b. Amount:** There is no cap on this account.
- **c. Source:** 40% of equipment rental fees, fees from rentals to Outdoor Center employees, fees
collected for un-returned rental equipment, and revenue from the liquidation of used rental
equipment are deposited into this account.

**Child Development Center Reserve**
- **a. Purpose:** To enhance fundraising and training opportunities not funded by the Center’s
Operating Budget.
- **b. Amount:** There is no cap on this account.
- **c. Source:** Any positive balance remaining from the total of all AS CDC Operating Budgets at the
end of the fiscal year will be transferred to this reserve.
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